
Assignment – 2

1. I save Rs.20000 in the beginning of every year for 20 years, ROI 12% p.a. how much would be the
maturity?

Ans:- FV=16,13,974.71

2. If I need Rs.2 lacs after 10 years, how much I should deposit in the beginning of every year, ROI 15% p.a.
compounding half yearly?

Ans:- PMT=-8,292.71

3. How much you shall deposit at the beginning of every year in an account paying 9% p.a. compounded
monthly, to accumulate Rs.1million by theage of 65 beginning at age of 30?

Ans:- PMT=-3,887.07

4. At what rate you should invest Rs.100000 to get Rs.300000 for 12 years?

Ans:- I= 9.59%

5. Mr. Sharma invests Rs.1000 per month for 20 years in mutual fund that generates 12% p.a. return, what
will be the maturity amount?

Ans:- FV=919,857.36

6. Calculate the maturity amount of Rs.10 lacs if invested at 12% per annum compounding monthly for
10years.

Ans:- FV=33,00,386.86

7. You have just  invested  5 lacs  in  a  bank account  that  pays  12% interest  per  year  compounded daily.
Calculate the maturity value after 10 years 5 months?

Ans:- FV= 17,44,812.98

8. Mr.x invested Rs. 100,000 in a mutual fund scheme. During the first year theinvestment earned 12% p.a.
for the year. During the rest of years, he earned only 11% pa. Compounding monthly on his investment.
Calculate the amount that will accumulate in his account at the endof 5 years?



Ans:- For 1st year FV=112,000  For 5years FV=173,554

9. You have deposited Rs.2500000 in an account that promises to pay 12% p.a. compounded quarterly for the
next 10 years. How much money will you have in the account at the maturity?

Ans:- FV=81,55,094.48

10. Mr. R has deposited today Rs.12 lacs in an instruments at the rate of interest10% per annum comp half
yearly  for  5  years  and  further  invested  this  amount  in  equity  for  15  years  giving  11% per  annum
compounding monthly .How much amount will be accumulated by the end of 20 years.

Ans:- For 5 years: FV=19,54,673.55  For 20 years FV=101,01,729.01

11. Rashi will get  Rs. 6000000 after 15 years from a scheme which gives 10% compounded quarterly for first
5 years, 10.25% per annum comp monthly for the next 4 years and 12% per annum compounded semi
annually for remaining years. Estimate the amount she has invested today?

Ans:- For last 6 years:- PV=-29,81,816.18  for previous 4 years PV=-19,82,331.56  For first 5 years PV=-
12,09,759.35


